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Hearing Aids have moved on!
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TEST

B
Unshakable Controls



Momentum Variation

Readership Segmentation

Restructure 

around phased 

objections

New 

second 

mailer 

introduced

Target by 

Experian group

New simple, 

conversational 

style

Room for improvement



Why all 
the fuss?

I can live 
with it

I doubt you can 
help anyway

Why should 
I trust you?

I just
don’t 
want it!

Handling objections



Segmentation



From traits to avatar



Language
Pain

Technology
Sales

✓ Impact of hearing loss
✓ Emotional need for 

improvement

✓ Technophile or 
technophobe?

✓ Gadgetry or 
experience?

✓ Formality level
✓ Grammar protocols

✓ Commercial attitude 
✓ Inner sceptic

Variables per avatar



Some people with hearing loss will struggle on for years. Even when they find 

out we can treat it, they won’t take a test. Because they’re too busy at work. Or 

it’s too much hassle. Or they’d sooner not face up to it. 

Does that sound familiar?

Sad to say, there are people with hearing loss who struggle for years without 

treatment. Often because they’re wary of taking a hearing test. 

Some say they’re too busy with work or childcare, so they keep putting it off. 

Some fear that the test itself will be an ordeal. While others worry that they’ll 

learn something they don’t want to know.

If you feel you’re in this situation, please take a moment to read this.

Variables per avatar



5-Step Sequence

Generic series + 
14 x segments

75 letters

The Cloning Process



Selling a lifestyle



A B C



CONTROL

AA

CONTROL TEST

B
Controls Unseated
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Months 1-3 Month 6 Month 9 Total

Control Vs Test
43% Uplift

Legacy Campaign New Campaign

Uplift
25%

Uplift
37.5%

Uplift
100%

Uplift
43.3%

The 42k Split Sample



About COPY
✓Extended Series

✓Range of Objections

✓Tight Segmentation

✓Personal Motives

✓Language & Sensitivities

✓Black Book Method

✓Not a device – a lifestyle

✓Blind User Testing

About CLIENTS
Every business needs your help

Agencies don’t have a monopoly

Your pedigree isn’t everything

Work your referral network!

Become your client’s strategist 

The big contract is a chance to 
raise your game and create a 

new normal

A Few Take-Aways
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